https://career.na-kd.com/jobs/37731-quality-controller-intern

Quality Controller - Intern
NA-KD is currently one of Sweden’s fastest growing start-ups and one of the
most interesting places to start your professional career. As a quality
controller you will work with a wide range of tasks in our buying and
purchasing department. We are a fast fashion company, so if you like to work
in this kind of environment and be where it happens, this is the place!
This is a non-paid internship position.
Responsibilities
Assist on various on-going quality and long term projects
Support continuous alignment and quality improvements
Work with Quality Assurance Coordinator/Buyers/Factories on appropriate
labels according to products
Administration of trim development and maintain trim archive
Partner with Quality Assurance Coordinator to request trim samples, when
needed to get approval on color, material and quality
Structure, develop and formalize internal process and standards on quality
and product compliance.
The Ideal Candidate
Fluent in English, both in speaking and writing
Driven and energetic, with the ability to focus on what really matters
Good knowledge and experience in Excel and MS Office
Ability to multitask in high paced environments, where rapid changes are
common
You are social and a team player
You are a detailed oriented and organized person
Good knowledge of textile
Other info
this is a non-paid internship position.
About the Company and Founders
NA-KD has revolutionised the online fashion industry and is rapidly
expanding! The company is led by Swedish e-commerce entrepreneur Jarno
Vanhatapio, who founded Nelly.com and ZooZoo.com. NA-KD was launched in late
2015 and operates in the global fast fashion industry. NA-KD has more than
100 full-time employees and a yearly turnover of 25 MUSD. During the first
year the website had 15 million visitors and gathered over 750 000 followers
on social media platforms from more than 150 different countries. The
company has a truly global DNA and has shipped to more than 140 countries.
The majority of the sales originates from the private labels NA-KD Trend and
NA-KD Boho, designed by our in-house production department. Behind the
company stands a number of business angels and IT entrepreneurs. In December
2016 the venture capital firms Northzone and eEquity, became partners by
investing 15 MUSD in the company.
Application deadline: Running applications
Position: Quality Controller - Intern
Location: Gothenburg, Sweden
Contact :

tamara.ublova@na-kd.com

